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Ten years ago, ITE Education Services (ITEES) was established with the mission to 
commercialise the intellectual properties of ITE and to extend the brand name of ITE 
outside Singapore. ITEES initially focused on organising customised skill training 
programmes for companies, by leveraging on the expertise of ITE staff. Many of 
these were Singapore companies which set up manufacturing operations overseas. 

ITEES has since grown to become the Global Partner of Choice in offering 
consultancy and training services to companies and governments in more than 
20 countries in Asia, Africa and Middle East. ITEES has helped some 130 
organisations by raising the quality of technical and vocational training and more 
than 29,000 individuals around the world. It has contributed significantly to skills 
development worldwide.

It must be recognised that ITEES’ achievements are derived from the success of 
ITE. ITEES has built a convincing global track record of technical and vocational 
education and training (TVET) because ITE has first succeeded in Singapore, 
remaking TVET and transforming itself into a world-class training institution. 
Through innovation and hard work, ITEES organises relevant resources of ITE to 
offer customised services that meet the needs of partners around the world.

As more developing economies recognise the value of a skilled workforce, 
ITEES will continue to enjoy strong growth in the years ahead. On this 10th

Anniversary I congratulate all ITEES staff for a job well done. I wish to thank our 
partners and the management and staff of ITE for their support and contribution 
in one way or another. 

Message by Mr Wong Lin Hong, 
Chairman of ITE Holding
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The Institute of Technical Education (ITE) and its predecessors have 
played a critical role in enhancing our human capital and economic 
development since Singapore’s independence. In our early years 
of developing our Technical and Vocational Education and Training 
(TVET) system, Singapore has benefited from technical assistance 
and consultancy from other countries. Through early intervention 
and learning from others, we have developed a robust and resilient 
TVET system that is now recognised globally.

Over the last four decades, our TVET system has undergone 
significant change in tandem with changes in our economy and 
education. In particular, ITE’s transformation was accelerated in the 
last two decades due to changing global, industry and technological 
landscapes and rising expectations of citizens. Through proactive 
engagement of industry, policy makers and other stakeholders, our 
TVET transformation has not only changed a nation, but the lives 
of generations of Singaporeans. Our success story can be shared 
with and replicated by other developing economies on the pathway 
of change – creating more business and job opportunities, better 
education and training access, and greater social mobility for 
enterprises and people.

In 2003, as a strategic response to the growing interest of 
developing economies to invest in TVET, ITE Education Services 
(ITEES) was incorporated to share ITE’s expertise and experience 
beyond Singapore.  From offering mainly short customised training 
programmes in its early years, ITEES today is sought-after for 
turnkey TVET consultancy and international projects encompassing 
the setting up of training institutes. 

Message by Mr Bruce Poh, 
Director & CEO of ITE

ITEES’ growth in the last decade is 
commendable. Its contributions and 
services have meaningfully impacted 
people and organisations from diverse 
cultures and nationalities around the 
world – from Asia to Africa, Central 
and South America. It has also 
enhanced the economic, educational 
and human capital development of many 
developing countries. 

I am also heartened that the opportunities 
to engage in international consultancy and 
training have widened the international 
exposure and experience of ITE staff. 
This has added fresh perspectives to 
their professionalism and standing.

On this 10th Anniversary, I offer my 
heartfelt congratulations to all past and 
present directors, management and staff 
of ITEES, for your dedicated commitment 
and contributions to ITEES. My best 
wishes to ITEES for greater outcomes 
and success in the years ahead in fulfilling 
its mission and objectives.
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Foreword by Dr Benjamin Tan, 
CEO of ITEES

Since its incorporation in 2003, ITEES has stayed committed to its 
mission of branding ITE through sharing of ITE’s expertise globally. 
Our modus operandi has always been that of a solution provider – 
we add value to our partners and clients through our cutting-edge 
consultancy and training services. We are customer-oriented and we 
strive to deliver quality outcome to the satisfaction of our partners.

The last 10 years have been extraordinary for ITEES. We have  
ventured into unchartered territories, sought out new opportunities 
and forged new partnerships. While we have met numerous 
challenges along the way, we worked hard and delivered on our 
promises. In order to stay relevant and responsive, we remain 
attentive to customers’ needs and adaptive to global trends. 

Our notable achievements are showcased in ITEES’s various 
flagship projects. One of these projects is the setting up of a Model 
Skills Training Centre in Abuja, Nigeria. In this project, we worked 
closely with the Nigerian Government in setting a new benchmark 
for TVET in support of skills development in Nigeria. Another major 
project involves the setting up of a World Class Skills Centre in Delhi 
State, India. When completed, this Centre would train some 10,000 
students annually. Nearer home, we have implemented numerous 
capacity building projects to train large number of TVET leaders and 
trainers from Thailand, Philippines, Vietnam, Indonesia, Myanmar, 

Cambodia and China. In recent months, 
our international outreach has taken us to 
far away countries such as South Africa, 
Trinidad and Tobago and Colombia. In 
all these circumstances, ITEES is well 
placed and prepared to bring the ITE 
success story to meet the needs of our 
prospective partners. 

Looking back at the last 10 years 
of achievements, we are grateful to 
our partners, clients and staff and 
management of ITE. While we take pride 
and celebrate over what ITEES has 
achieved over this decade, this success 
could not have come this far without 
their support and contribution. Together 
we look forward to a brighter future in 
our collaborations.
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Mission & Vision 
of ITEES

To extend the brand 
name of ITE by 
capitalising on its 
knowledge and expertise.

A global partner of 
choice in Technical and 
Vocational Education 
and Training.

Mission: Vision:
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ITE Education Services (ITEES) is a wholly-owned subsidiary of the Institute of 
Technical Education (ITE) Singapore. ITEES was established in 2003 with the 
objective of sharing ITE’s experience in Technical and Vocational Education and 
Training (TVET) with the international community.

Capitalising on more than 40 years of knowledge, capabilities and experience of 
ITE and its predecessor organisations, ITEES is able to help organisations meet the 
training needs and challenges of a rapidly-changing global economy. 

About ITE 
Education Services
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About Institute of 
Technical Education
ITE Singapore was established as a post-secondary education institution in 1992 
under the Ministry of Education of Singapore. It is a principal provider of career and 
technical education and key developer of national occupational skills certification 
and standards to enhance Singapore’s workforce competitiveness. Under its “One 
ITE System, Three Colleges” governance and education model, ITE has three 
Colleges, comprising ITE College Central, ITE College East and ITE College West.

Over the last decade, ITE has received many accolades for its trail-blazing 
transformation and innovations in technical education. It is the first education 
institution in Singapore to win the prestigious Singapore Quality Award in 2005 
in recognition of the organisation’s world-class excellence. In 2007, ITE won the 
inaugural global Harvard-IBM Innovations Award in Transforming Government, 
conferred by the Roy and Lila Ash Centre for Democratic Governance and 
Innovation at Harvard University in Cambridge, Massachusetts of the United States. 
The Ash Centre, part of which the mission is to recognise and promote innovations 
in government that are improving the lives of citizens, has given ITE the award in 
recognition for its work done under the ITE’s Transformation Plan.
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ITEES Global Presence
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Creating a Skilled and 
Productive Workforce 
Like many developing countries, Bangladesh seeks to boost its 
economy in today’s fast moving global market. However, it faces 
some challenges in that nearly half of Bangladesh’s workers 
have no education and only a small portion has received formal 
TVET training. In order to develop the economy, the government 
of Bangladesh knows that it has to train its people in order for 
them to be skilled and productive. 

Bangladesh recently embarked on a TVET reform project to 
introduce the National Technical and Vocational Qualification 
Framework (NTVQF) for its TVET system. As part of the reform 
project, the TVET institutions in the country will adopt the 
Competency-Based Training and Assessment model for its 
TVET delivery and assessment, a model which is new to the 
TVET community in Bangladesh.

The Department of Technical Education in Bangladesh has 
approached ITEES to explore on a Capability Development 
Programme to train a core group of Master TVET trainers in 
pedagogy and technical skills according to the Competency-
based Training model. When implemented, the project aims to 
train some xx trainers over the next 2 years.

To create employment opportunities for Bangladesh’s 
workforce, ITEES partnered Rotary Engineering Ltd and Jon 
International Manpower Pte Ltd to set up 2 Overseas Skills 
Testing Centres (OSTCs) in Dhaka. Through these OSTCs, 
technical skills training are provided for the unskilled workers 
in the areas of Electrical Fitting, General Welding, Pipe Fitting 
and Sheet Fitting. The trained workers are then certified by ITE 
before they seek out overseas employment in the booming  
Oil & Gas and Marine & Shipbuilding industries in the Middle 
East countries.

Bangladesh

Observation of Competency-Based Training for Food Processing 
in Dhaka Polytechnic

Visit to automotive workshop in one of the TVET institutions in 
Dhaka, Bangladesh
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Site visit to TVET institution in Dhaka, Bangladesh - Electrical Workshop
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Strengthening Cambodia’s 
Pedagogic Competencies
With its wealth of expertise and experience, ITEES constantly 
seeks to help deliver value-added vocational training to 
organisations and institutions around the world. During a joint 
study visit to Cambodia in early August 2010, ITEES saw an 
opportunity in which it could help strengthen the competitiveness 
of Cambodia and raise the employability of its workers.

Thus on 20 August 2010, ITEES and the Ministry of Labour 
and Vocational Training (MLVT) of Cambodia signed a 
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) to develop a Master 
Trainers’ Programme in Pedagogy and a Leaders’ Training 
Workshop. Through the collaboration, ITEES aimed to enhance 
the coaching competence of the TVET trainers in Cambodia. 
Concurrently, it also hoped to broaden the outlook of the TVET 
leaders in Cambodia so that the latter could improve the TVET 
system in the country to remain competitive and relevant.

Conducted in 2011 and 2012, the Master Trainers’ Programme 
and the Leaders’ Training Workshop were developed for TVET 
trainers and TVET leaders respectively. ITEES trained 60 TVET 
trainers through two runs of the Master Trainers’ Programme 
which comprises three weeks in Cambodia and two weeks in 
Singapore. For the Leaders’ Training Workshop, ITEES trained 
30 TVET leaders over a period of two weeks in Singapore. 

With the support of the MLVT, the 60 trainers returned to 
Cambodia to train another 300 trainers while the 30 leaders 
shared their newly acquired knowledge with 160 other leaders 
from other TVET colleges. Through this, the learning gained 
by the trained participants cascaded to other TVET personnel, 
multiplying the benefits of the ITEES programmes many 
times over.  

Cambodia

Visit to ITE Engineering lab

MFA IAI Programme in Cambodia
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ITEES Senior Consultant, Dr Law Song Seng, presenting token of 
appreciation to His Excellency Pich Sophoan, Secretary of State, 
Ministry of Labour and Vocational Training, Cambodia.
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China Advancing Towards Higher 
Quality Skilled Labour
China, one of the world’s fastest growing economies, encourages 
continual learning and training of its workers to improve labour 
employability and meet a rising demand for skilled labour. 
Over the years Singapore and China have collaborated in 
many areas, including education and training. It was thus fitting 
for ITEES to lend its knowledge and expertise in TVET training 
to companies in China across a range of collaborations. 

In the cities of Dalian and Fushun, ITEES was engaged by 
Rotary Engineering Limited to provide consultancy services 
to design, develop and implement two Overseas Training and 
Test Centres (OTTC) in 2007. It helped Rotary Engineering to 
identify training competencies and performance standards. 
ITEES also facilitated in setting up workshops and developed 
training curriculum to train and test Rotary Engineering workers 
leading to the Skills Evaluation Test certification.

ITEES also shares its best practices to Chinese leaders to 
enhance their leadership skills in managing TVET institutions 
more efficiently and effectively. In Wuhan, it is partnering with 
Wuhan Education Bureau (WEB) for two years to conduct 
Leadership Training Workshops for 120 leaders. These 120 
leaders will subsequently share their knowledge gained from the 
workshop with another 600 leaders in China, further extending 
the benefits of the ITEES training.

ITEES has also made inroads into the bustling city of Shanghai, 
where it has licensed Shanghai Advanced Applied Technology 
Training Centre to conduct the ITE course in Precision 
Engineering (Machining), offered at the National ITE Certificate 
(Nitec) international certification level. Since 2006, ITEES has 
conducted more than 12 examination series and provided for 
more than 1000 training places in Shanghai.

Leadership Training Workshop for TVET leaders from Wuhan 
Education Bureau, China

Study Visit to ITE College East by Wuhan TVET leaders
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In early 2013, ITEES, along with 6 other education and training 
institutions (National University of Singapore, Singapore 
Management University, Nanyang Technological University, 
Nanyang Polytechnic, Civil Service College and NTUC 
Learning Hub), signed a Memorandum of Understanding 
(MOU) with International Enterprise Singapore (IES) to establish 
a Singapore Talent Development Alliance (STDA). The aim of 
the STDA is to promote Singapore education to the whole of 
China. Through this STDA, ITEES is now recognised as one 
of the key provider of TVET solutions in Beijing, Guangzhou, 
Tianjing and Shandong.

Signing of MOU with Suzhou Industrial 
Park-Industrial Technology School, China
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Congo Transforming the TVET 
System in Congo
Many developing countries are focusing their attention in 
using TVET to support their industrialisation programmes to 
spur economic growth. Congo is one such country, which 
recognises that a sound national TVET system is instrumental to 
its country’s economy. In July 2011, Mr Felix Ngoma, the then 
chargé d’affaires, Embassy of the Republic of Congo in China, 
met up with ITEES representatives to enlist the assistance of 
ITEES to transform Congo’s TVET system. An MOU was signed 
between ITEES and Congo’s General Office of Major Works 
(OMW) in December 2012. 

In February 2012, ITEES successfully conducted a situational 
analysis in Brazzaville, Congo. A report was submitted 
subsequently, covering the observations, findings and 
recommendations for the upgrading of the Congolese TVET and 
the establishment of a Congo Institute of Technical Education. 

Visit to Lycée Technique Industriel in Brazzaville, Congo

 Visit to Institut Henri Lopes. Visit to College D’enseignement Technique Feminin in 
Brazzaville, Congo
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Caption: Visit to Ecole Africaine De Developement school in Brazzavile, Congo
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India Establishing World-Class 
Skills Centre
The successful vocational skills educational model of ITE 
received a strong vote of confidence from the government of 
India when the latter decided to engage ITE through ITEES to 
provide consultancy services in setting up a World Class Skills 
Centre (WCSC) in New Delhi.

The establishment of WCSC is by far the biggest collaboration 
in TVET between India and Singapore. The collaboration 
presents opportunities for ITEES and the Indian government to 
work jointly in developing quality TVET programmes to produce 
skilled manpower and help make Delhi a hub in vocational and 
technical education.

When fully completed, the WCSC will offer 30 industry-relevant 
vocational programmes leading to the awarding of ITEES Skills 
Qualification certificates. Through these training programmes, 
the centre aims to produce up to 15,000 skilled graduates 
annually to meet the demand for skilled labour across 11 
industry sectors. As part of the consultancy, ITEES will provide 
assistance in Campus Design and Development, curriculum 
customisation, set-up of training facilities, facilitation of 
equipment purchase and training of leaders and trainers.

In Chennai, ITEES partnered with Rotary Engineering Ltd to set 
up an Overseas Skills Testing Centre in 2009. To date, more 
than 200 workers had benefitted through acquiring ITE skills 
certification in Electrical Fitting, General Welding, and Process 
Pipe Fitting. In addition, ITEES had collaborated with the 
Ministry of Labour and Employment, Government of India, in a 
capability development programme for leaders and principals 
of Industrial Training Institutes (ITIs) in New Delhi. The first batch 
of 22 participants were present in May 2013 to attend a 2-week 
TVET leadership programme at ITE, Singapore.

Training Workshop in Chennai OSTC

Site inspection for WCSC in Jonapur, Delhi, India
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Signing of MOU between Singapore and India
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Indonesia Enhancing the Indonesian 
Workforce Development
The Indonesian labour market is characterised by high youth 
unemployment and a lack of skilled workers to meet the 
growing needs of industry in the fourth largest country in the 
world. The TVET schools in Indonesia could not match the 
standards required by the private sector. Recognising these 
issues, the Indonesian government is committed to overcoming 
these challenges to enhance its workforce through a series of 
reforms, among which are collaborations with ITEES. 

Some 780 TVET leaders and trainers from Indonesia’s 
Ministry of Education and Culture (MOEC) are expected to 
benefit from a three-year capacity development programme 
for leaders and master trainers. Since May 2012, ITEES has 
provided customised training for 30 leaders through a Leaders 
Training Workshop and 90 trainers through the Master Trainers 
Pedagogy Programme. 

With support from the MOEC, the 30 leaders and 90 trainers have 
so far trained another 210 leaders and 450 trainers respectively 
through post-training sharing workshops in Indonesia after 
completing their training with ITEES. This multiplied the benefits 
of the ITEES programme as the knowledge acquired by the 
trained participants are extended to other TVET personnel.

Separately in June 2006, Singapore and Indonesia inked a new 
economic agreement to revitalise the Riau islands of Batam, 
Bintan and Karimun under the Riau Islands Special Economic 
Zone framework. As part of this project, ITEES was engaged to 
help Batam Polytechnic to set up a new Mechatronics course, 
with the aim of supporting the training of skilled workers in the 
three Riau islands. 

Besides setting up training facilities and procuring equipment, 
ITEES also helped develop a curriculum pitched at Indonesia’s 
national skills proficiency level, as well as Train-the-Trainer 
programmes for the Trainers and Heads of Departments. 

Tour of  ITE College West Facilities for Master Trainers from 
MOEC, Indonesia

Visit to PSA by TVET leaders from MOEC, Indonesia.
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Welcoming Master Trainers from Indonesia
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Jordan Building a Centre of Excellence 
for Skills Training
Sponsored by MFA Singpaore, under the Asia-Middle East 
Dialogue (AMED) iniative. ITEES extended its global presence 
to the Middle East region when it partnered with the Vocational 
Training Corportation of Jordan to set up a Regional Vocational 
Training Centre (RVTC) in Amman, the capital of Jordan. 

ITEES imparted its TVET know-how to Jordan which 
would help mould the country’s manpower for its 
construction centre. At the same time, the collaboration 
marked a milestone in ITEES’ internationalisation efforts in 
vocational education.

Officially opened in October 2007, the RVTC provides short 
courses in air-conditioning maintenance and services. 
Besides providing skills training for Jordanians, the Centre is 
also a regional training hub for upgrading of skills of industry 
practitioners and trainers from the Asia and Middle East 
region. ITEES lent its expertise in curriculum development, the 
design of training facilities, procurement and set-up of training 
equipment, along with running Train-the-Trainer programmes.

Installation and commissioning of workshop by 
ITEES consultants

Fully equipped workshop in RVTC, Jordan
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Project Meeting in Amman, Jordan during the initial phase of the project
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Lao PDR Paving the Way for 
a Young Economy
Lao PDR is another member country of ASEAN that has 
approached ITEES for collaboration in upgrading their TVET 
system to support their industrialisation programmes.

In 2012, under a capability development project, ITEES helped 
trained 60 Laotian trainers through two runs of a four-week 
programme by ITEES. The intensive programme was conducted 
for two weeks each in Lao PDR and Singapore. ITEES also 
conducted a two-week Leaders’ Training Workshop for 30 
TVET leaders. In addition, ITEES trained 30 Electrical Trainers 
in a run of a four-week Technical Training programme, done in 
Lao PDR and Singapore for two weeks each. 

As with many of the ITEES programmes, the benefits  
extended beyond the participants who underwent the training 
directly with ITEES. These participants returned to Lao PDR to 
share what they have learnt with another 270 trainers and 90 
leaders in Lao PDR. 

Tour of ITE College West Facilities for Electrical Trainers from 
MoES, Lao PDR.

Leaders Training Workshop for TVET Leaders from Lao PDR.
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Leaders Training Workshop for TVET Leaders from Ministry of 
Education and Sports, Lao PDR.
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Malaysia Evaluating TVET Potential 
for a Mega-Project
Touted as a multi-billion dollar mega-project, Iskandar Malaysia 
(IM) is an emerging economic hub in the Johor state of Malaysia. 
The Health Management International Ltd (HMI), a healthcare 
and education services provider in Singapore, saw the potential 
to provide training services in IM. It felt that IM has a need for 
skilled manpower and in early 2011, shared with ITEES on 
its intention to explore business opportunities in providing 
technical vocational education and training for Malaysia.

In Sept 2011, HMI engaged ITEES to conduct a Skills Training 
Needs Analysis to study the feasibility of setting up a technical 
vocational training college at IM. The study was successfully 
concluded with a comprehensive report detailing the findings 
and recommendations for the proposed college. Thereafter, 
ITEES put forth an in-depth report to HMI on the feasibility 
to establish a technical vocational training college at IM, as 
well as suitable TVET courses that can be offered at the 
proposed college.

It was concluded that a technical college may be established by 
HMI to support the training needs of technical skilled manpower 
for the Electrical and Electronics industries and ITEES would be 
able  provide consultancy services for HMI to build a technical 
college at Iskandar Malaysia.

Hairdressing & Beauty Training Facilities in one of Malaysia’s 
Training institutes.
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ITEES next target - Iskandar Malaysia, set to become Southern 
Peninsular Malaysia’s most developed region.
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Mauritius Embarking on a Journey Towards 
Continual Improvement
Jhurry Rya School of Mauritius was first started in 1981 by its 
founder and CEO, Dr Rajcoomar Jhurry and has since evolved to 
become one of the best private schools in Africa today. However, Dr 
Jhurry is not one to rest on his laurels and believes in continuously 
improving and creating a vibrant leadership team in his school.  
Thus, in December 2009, Jhurry Rya School fully sponsored eight 
management staff members to embark on a study trip to Singapore 
to learn from ITE Singapore.

The Jhurry Rya School staff learned about curriculum design and 
development and gained an understanding of the ITE pedagogic 
model. ITEES shared with the staff best practices in managing an 
international educational campus. The staff also attended Train-
the-Trainer sessions. The result of this study trip was well-received 
by Jhurry Rya School and in 2010, Jhurry Rya School organised 
a second study trip for another eight of its management staff to 
attend the training with ITEES.

Subsequently, ITEES also licensed Jhurry Rya School to conduct 
the Nitec International Certificate in Business Studies (Event 
Management) course in 2011. Since then, Jhurry Rya School has 
been working closely with ITEES to introduce more Nitec courses 
such as Space Design and Fitness Training. 

Top & bottom: Training facilities in JR School
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Training facilities in JR School
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Mozambique Laying the Ground for TVET
Mozambique is the fastest growing non-oil economy in Sub-
Saharan Africa. To upgrade the skills of Mozambique’s 
workforce, there exists a need for investments in education 
and training in the country. In May 2008, the World Bank 
expressed interest to fund a feasibility study for the Instituto 
Industrial e de Computação Armando Emílio Guebuza, 
located at the Beluluane Industrial Park in Mozambique. The 
feasibility study is to provide technical advisory services to 
the COREP Executive Secretariat to introduce internationally 
benchmarked Information, Communication and Technology 
(ICT) courses aligned to industry needs for developing a 
pool of high-quality skilled manpower for the ICT sector 
in Mozambique.

In May 2009, ITEES was tasked with the job of conducting a 
feasibility study for Mozambique. It studied the local labour 
market needs for ICT workers and reviewed the country’s 
existing policies, strategies and plans for the ICT industry.

The feasibility study also looked into the effectiveness of 
Mozambique’s existing training in meeting the needs of 
various TVET stakeholders, such as government bodies, the 
ICT industry players and workers. The local teachers were  
assessed on their qualifications and experience and the 
curriculum were reviewed. At the end of the feasibility 
study, a comprehensive report, which included the detailed 
implementation plan and budget, was presented to COREP. 
Using the results to the study, COREP has since started to 
embark on building an ICT Training Centre to meet the training 
needs of ICT industry in Mozambique.

Meeting with stakeholders

Visit to TVET institution in Mozambique
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Feasibility study for the establishment of an internationally-
benchmarked ICT course in the Instituto Industrial Armando 
Emílio Guebuza (IIAEG), located in the Beluluane Industrial 
Park, Mozambique. 
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Myanmar Training at Source to Enhance 
Worker Employability 
Myanmar is a traditional source of foreign manpower in the field 
of oil and gas for Singapore companies. To ensure that their 
workers are of calibre, PEC Ltd. a Singapore-headquartered 
specialist engineering group servicing the petrochemical and 
pharmaceutical industries, decided to invest in the training of 
their workers. It thus approached ITEES for its expertise to set 
up an Overseas Training and Testing Centre (OSTC) in Yangon, 
Myanmar in 2008.

By establishing the OSTC in Yangon, PEC Ltd. is able to train 
the workers at the source country before they are subsequently 
deployed to the various overseas plants and worksites of PEC 
Ltd. The OSTC successfully ran its first Skills Evaluation Test 
(SET) programme in General Fitting in 2009. To date, PEC Ltd. 
has tested more than 200 candidates at the OSTC, with a very 
high pass rate.

In March 2013, Temasek Foundation (TF) and ITEES officially 
launched a competency – based instructors training system for 
TVET instructors from National Skill Standard Authority (NSSA), 
chaired by Myanmar’s Ministry of Labour. With funding support 
from TF, the first run of TVET instructors from will commence 
their 2-week training programme in Myanmar on September 
2013. Out of these instructors, about half of them will be chosen 
as master instructors to undergo for a 1-week instructor training 
programme and certification framework to be conducted in ITE, 
Singapore in late 2013.

This competency-based instructors training system is expected 
to benefit a total of 160 instructors with 64 of them being trained 
as master trainers over 2 runs of training. Through multiplier 
trainings to be conducted in Myanmar, an additional 256 
instructors from NSSA member ministries, affiliated training 
centers and professional bodies, will be able to benefit from the 
master trainers as a result of the cascading effect.

Top & bottom: Trainees of the various engineering fields 
undergoing training in OSTC in Yangon, Myanmar
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Groupshot of OSTC management staff, together with ITEES 
consultant in Yangon, Myanmar
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Nigeria Pursuing a Holistic Approach to 
TVET for Nigerians 
In 2007, the Industrial Training Fund (ITF) of Nigeria undertook 
a study visit to organisations in three countries in Asia, with the 
aim of finding a model for skills acquisition to be implemented 
in Nigeria. It found what it was looking for, a model exemplified 
by the quality TVET system put in place at ITE Singapore. 
Before long, an agreement between ITF and ITEES was inked 
to establish a Model Skills Training Centre (MSTC) in Abuja 
to train and nurture Nigerian youths and equip them with 
employable skills. In Sep 2011, the MSTC was officially opened 
by the Nigerian President, marking a significant milestone for 
TVET development in Nigeria. 

The centre provides post-secondary school training to nurture 
the Nigerian youths and equip them with employable skill sets. 

As part of the consultancy services, ITEES conducted on-site 
survey and needs assessment, provided expert advice on areas 
such as workshop design and layout, curriculum development, 
training facilities set-up and devising of a Train-the-Trainer 
programme.

The centre offers two-year trade courses in electronics, ICT, 
mechatronics, facility technology and western culinary skills. 
ITEES has licensed ITF its curriculum, pedagogy system 
and certification of five courses. The five courses offer Nitec 
International Certificate in Electronics (Computer & Networking), 
Facility Technology (Mechanical and Electrical Services), ICT, 
Mechatronics (Automation Technology) and Western Culinary 
Arts respectively. The courses are currently benchmarked at 
the Ordinary Natural Diploma level set by National Board of 
Technical Education of Nigeria.

ITEES consultant inspecting the Culinary Workshop in 
Abuja, Nigeria

Conduct of Nitec International Course by trained ITF trainers in 
MSTC Abuja, Nigeria 
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Official launch of Model Skills Training Centre, Abuja by Dr Olusegun 
Aganga, Minister of Trade and Investment on behalf of Nigerian 
President Dr Goodluck Jonathan on 27 Sep 2011

Senior Manager of ITEES, Mr Chong Choon Leong, receiving a 
plaque from the Governor of Nasarawa State, Nigeria.

In addition to the above consultancy project in Abuja, ITEES 
also conducted a Situation Analysis in Nasarawa State of 
Nigeria at the request of its government in December 2012.  
The report submitted by ITEES recommended the upgrading of 
its Skills Acquisition Centres with relevant curriculum and up-
to-date training equipment.  As a follow up after the Situation 
Analysis, the Governor of Nasarawa State led a team of his 
government members to attend the 10-day TVET Leadership 
Training Programme in ITE Singapore in April 2013. 
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The 
Philippines Preparing Leaders 

for the Future 
Quality vocational and technical training is dependent on a 
pool of quality TVET trainers competent pedagogically and 
technically. The Technical Education and Skills Development 
Authority (TESDA) from the Philippines understands the 
importance of training its leaders to lead in order to nurture 
human resources of a high standard and sought the support of 
ITEES to help train its leaders.

Some 60 Master Trainers from different TVET institutions 
in the Philippines underwent a 2.5-month Train-the-
Trainer programme, the scope of which is to develop the 
trainers to become Training Developers and Designers. The 
programme comprised a six-week intensive training of three 
weeks in Singapore and Manila respectively, followed by 
a month of self-practice at the trainers’ individual colleges 
in the Philippines. 

Riding on the success of the Master Trainers Programme, 
ITEES went on to develop another capability development 
programme for TVET Directors. Fifty TESDA Directors were 
selected for a 3-week Training Programme aimed at equipping 
these TVET leaders with management, administrative and 
leadership skills in managing a TVET institution. The training 
comprises 1 week in Manila and 2 weeks in Singapore. The 
trained leaders returned to the Philippines to impart what they 
have learned from the programme to 100 fellow Directors from 
other TVET colleges.

First run of Pedagogy Training in Singapore for 30 Master 
Trainers from TESDA, Philippines

Briefing by ITE staff on Healthcare Simulation Training for 
second batch of Master Trainers
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Visit to Facility Technology Lab
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Saudi Arabia Taking TVET Trainers 
to the Next Level 
Saudi Arabia is embarking on a large-scale upgrade of its TVET 
system in the nation. In order to ensure quality jobs for its 
workforce, it sees the need to make reforms in TVET policies. 
Among the many challenges it faces, one is to bridge the gap 
between the quality of its TVET trainers and the benchmark set 
by other developed nations. 

On 9 April 2009, ITEES signed a 2-year MOU with Jubail 
Technical Institute (JTI) of Saudi Arabia to assist the latter 
in enhancing their system of vocational training. Under the 
collaboration, 40 Jubail teachers were trained through a 
3-week Train-the-Trainer pedagogic programme conducted by 
ITEES training consultants. The programme was well received 
by the participants and marks the second major project ITEES 
undertook for Middle East countries.Dr Ricky Tam, Former Principal of ITE College East, 

providing JTI management an overview of ITE College East

ITEES trainers and participants of the 3-week training Visit to ITE College East by JTI management
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Conduct of 3-week Train-the-Trainer Programme for Jubail Technical 
Institute in Dammam, Saudi Arabia
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Singapore Supporting TVET on 
Home Ground 
Preparing for the Future Generation
On the home ground, through an initiative with the Ministry of 
Education that started in 2006, ITEES has since conducted 
numerous runs of N(T) elective programmes for secondary 
school students from the Normal Technical stream.  These 
students who attended our N(T) elective programmes had 
benefitted much as it provided them with opportunities to 
understand the type of TVET training available should they 
decide to further their studies at ITE. To date, more than 8,700 
students have benefitted from our trainning.

Tailoring to Customers’ Needs
In the healthcare sector, ITEES has been offering our ISC 
Healthcare (Home Care) programme to personnels working in 
old-aged homes or hospitals, and through this programme, we 
have been able to train and certify workforce to answer to the 
needs of Singapore’s aging population.

Providing Quality Workers to Organisations
In addition to collaborating with government bodies, ITEES has 
also played an active role in sharing our expertises in technical 
skills training and testing with MNCs and SMEs in Singapore. 
By customising our programmes through tapping on the 
relevant expertises at ITE,   ITEES has been able to respond to 
training needs of MNCs or SMEs.  In terms of technical skills 
certification, ITEES offers training and testing of unskilled foreign 
labour currently working in Singapore. Participants who attend 
and pass our Skills Evaluation Test (SET) in General Welding, 
Gerneral Fitting, Process Pipe Fitting or Electrical Technology, 
etc, will receive SET certification that is recognised by the 
Ministry of Manpower. 
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ITE College Central
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ITE College West
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ITE College East
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South Africa Leading the Way for ICT 
Training in Gauteng 
In May 2010, Mr Trevor Theledi from Anix Telecoms, South 
Africa, visited ITE College East through International Enterprise 
(IE) Singapore, to learn about the ICT courses at ITE Singapore. 
During the visit, Mr Theledi expressed that the government of 
Gauteng, South Africa intended to set up an innovation hub 
and train up to 10,000 skilled ICT personnel to support the 
industries within the hub. 

The trust was subsequently placed upon ITEES to assist the 
government of Gauteng. ITEES conducted a situational analysis 
in Gauteng in September 2012  to study the local labour market 
needs for skilled ICT personnel and the existing policies, 
strategies and plans for ICT industries. It recommended the 
set-up of a Model ICT Training College, offering eight skill 
courses spreading across computer networking and digital 
media production, to fill up the gaps in producing competent 
ICT personnel in Gauteng.

Discussion with Gauteng Department of 
Economic Development

Meeting with stakeholders of ICT Training for South Africa. His Excellency Jean Jacques Bouya, Minister Delegate-
General of  Officer for Major Works touring the facilities at 
ITE College West.
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Dr Tan, CEO of ITEES, deliberating at the potential site identified for 
the Model ICT College.
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Sri Lanka Magnifying the Benefits 
of TVET Training 
A visit by Mr S. S. Hewapathirana, Secretary, Ministry of 
Youth Affairs and Skills Development (MYASD), Sri Lanka in 
August 2011 to ITE Singapore marked the start of a would-be 
collaboration between Sri Lanka and ITEES. During the visit, Mr 
Hewapathirana expressed a keen interest to partner with ITEES 
in TVET. 

The TVET system in Sri Lanka is undergoing rapid changes and 
expansion and with that follows a need to ensure quality and 
relevance in training. MYASD and ITEES hence formalised a 
three-year collaboration project to develop a Master Trainers 
Pedagogy Programme, beginning from 2012.

The programme aims to improve the quality of Sri Lanka’s 
TVET system by enhancing the pedagogic competence of 120 
TVET trainers. These 120 trainers will be required to share their 
knowledge with another 600 TVET trainers based on a multiplier 
training ratio of 1:5, thus serving as a catalyst for these 120 
Master Trainers to cascade the knowledge to benefit more 
TVET trainers in Sri Lanka.

To date, ITEES has organised and trained 30 TVET trainers 
through a five-week intensive programme. 

Master Trainers Pedagogy Programme for TVET Trainers from 
Sri Lanka’s Ministry of Youth Affairs and Skills Development 

Official Launch of the Masters Trainers Pedagogy Programme 
in Sri Lanka
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Receiving of gift from Hon. Mohan Lal Grero, Monitoring 
Member of Parliament, Ministry of Youth Affairs and Skills 
Development, Sri Lanka
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Thailand Grooming for Emerging 
Needs of New Industries 
Among the South East Asian countries, Thailand is one of 
the few with a more established TVET system. However, 
the Thai government recognises the need to keep itself and 
its workforce current in order to stay competitive, especially 
with the emergence of new industries. It was with this in mind 
that the Office of Vocational Education Commission (OVEC), 
Ministry of Education Thailand inked a formal agreement with 
ITEES in May 2009 for a five-year collaboration. 

The Leadership Training Programme is one of three areas 
covered under the Collaboration Framework. It is a two-
year collaboration project which aims to develop key leaders 
responsible for the TVET delivery and administration in 
Thailand in support of OVEC’s national plan to consolidate its 
415 smaller colleges into 19 larger institutes. The programme 
commenced in May 2009 and has trained 80 TVET leaders, 
who in turn imparted the knowledge gained from the training 
to another 500 TVET leaders through sharing workshops 
in Thailand. 

Starting from 2013 for a period of 1.5 years, 100 OVEC lead 
trainers from different TVET institutions in Thailand will undergo 
a (Multi-Sector) Specialists Programme, encompassing a three-
week intensive training conducted by ITEES. The training, to 
be conducted over two weeks in Thailand and one week in 
Singapore, targets to strengthen the quality of OVEC trainers 
in curriculum and assessment for vocational training.  After 
completing the training, theses lead trainers will in turn train 
400 other TVET trainers in Thailand. 

Closing ceremony for the fourth and last run of Leadership 
Training Programme in Singapore

Visit to ITE Centre for Healthcare Simulation Training, 
College East
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Sharing session on ‘Management of TVET Institutions’
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Vietnam Enhancing the Vietnamese 
Healthcare and TVET Education 
Relations between Singapore and Vietnam have grown 
strength to strength since the 1970s. The excellent bilateral 
ties saw the countries cooperate in not only in trade, but also  
n the area of education. 

The Vietnam Singapore Technical Training Centre was 
established in August 1997 through an MOU signed between 
the Singapore and Vietnam government to provide quality 
technical training for Vietnam’s high school leavers. The 
objective is to meet the skilled manpower needs of the 
Vietnam-Singapore Industrial Park and support Vietnam’s 
industrialisation programme.

ITEES deployed a project team comprising a Director of Training 
and seven department heads to spearhead the set-up of the 
training centre from 1998 to 2005. It helped to ensure that 
adequate training facilities and equipment were put in place. 
In addition, 30 Vietnamese instructors and administrators were 
trained in Singapore by senior lecturers from ITE.

ITEES also developed the curriculum for five core courses, 
namely Electrical Maintenance, Mechanical Maintenance, 
Machining, Electronics, and Mechatronics. After the handover 
of management to Vietnamese staff, ITEES continued to provide 
technical consultancy services in 2006 and 2007. 

In a separate collaboration in July 2010, ITEES and the 
Department of Science and Training, Ministry of Health, 
Vietnam entered into a two-year project to develop 
80 nurse trainers through a four-week Nurse Trainers 
Development programme. The aim of the project is to help 
upgrade the quality of nurse education in Vietnam through 
training a selected group of Nurse Master Trainers in 
Nursing Pedagogy.

Tour of ITE College East Facilities for Nurse Trainers.

Interaction of ITE staff and student
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Conduct of the Third run Train-the-Trainer Programme in Nursing 
Pedagogy for Nurse Trainers from the Department of Science and 
Training, Ministry of Health, Vietnam

The programme comprised 10 days of training in Vietnam, 
followed by 10 days of Practicum training in Singapore. 
Apart from classroom training and observations at ITE, the 
participants visited hospitals and polyclinics to gain a fuller 
understanding of the healthcare practice in Singapore. Upon 
completion of the training, these Nurse Master Trainers would 
share their acquired knowledge and skills with 300 other nurse 
trainers in Vietnam. Visit to Paramedic Lab in ITE College East
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Multi-Countries

Under an initiative with Singapore’s Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs (MFA), ITEES works closely with MFA to share ITE’s 
TVET experience with overseas government officials via the 
platform of the Singapore Coorperation Programme. The 
aim of sharing ITE’s TVET experience is to provide overseas 
participants from government ministries with an opportunity to 
gain a clear understanding of the status and transformation of 
technical and vocational education and training in Singapore. 
Through presentations by ITE consultants, study visits to ITE 
Colleges and interactions with ITE lecturers, participants will 
better understand ITE’s system of College Management and 
its “Hands-On, Minds-On, Hearts-On” education model. Since 
2010, this TVET programme has been attended by participants 
from various developing countries, namely, Republic of 
Maldives, Tanzania, Mauritius, Jamaica, Kenya, Ghana, 
Azerbaijan, Bhutan, Tonga, Vietnam and Namibia. Tapping on 
a similar TVET programme with funding support from MFA, 
ITEES has also conducted annual runs of TVET programmes 
for government officials from member countries of the Colombo 
Plan Staff College since 2011.

In Jan 2008, ITEES organised a 2-week workshop entitled 
“Leaders in Education and Training for Sustained Growth in 
Africa (LETSGA)” for a group of 30 policy makers from 3 African 
countries, viz Ghana, Madagascar and Mozambique. The aim 
of the workshop is to widen the exposure of African policy 
makers to Singapore’s experience in transforming its TVET 
system,  and also to foster a critical mass of leadership capacity 
among African leaders that would strategically select and adapt 
key lessons from the Singapore’s experience for application in 
Africa.  The workshop was jointly funded by the World Bank 
and the Singapore government. 

Advisory Panel for last day of the workshop

Mr Bruce Poh, CEO of ITE and Dr Law Song Seng, former-CEO 
of ITEES interacting with participant
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ITEES is also currently collaborating with the Southeast Asians 
Ministers of Education Organisations (SEAMEO VOCTECH), 
Brunei Darussalam,in a capacity development project for 90 
ASEAN TVET trainers. The project aims to train TVET trainers 
across 9 ASEAN countries (excluding Singapore) and Timor 
Leste, on the pedagogical and technical knowledge in the 
delivery of TVET in the field of Industry Electronics, Facility 
Technology (Air-conditioning) and Mechatronics (Automation 
Technology). Upon completion, the 90 trained trainers are 
required to cascade the knowledge acquired through ITEES 
training to another 270 TVET trainers.

Visit to facility in ITE College East
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